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Astronaut Lamby is ready to go,
He's in his rocket, the engine's aglow...

"Amazing book with fabulous pictures. 
Great story for kids. Loved it!"  

Sarah Isaacs (author)

Join Lamby as he whizzes through the 

stars, lands on the moon and meets  

a rock, which is not as it seems.
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Written by Jude Lennon
Illustrated by Holly Bushnell

Astronaut Lamby

This book is for my nieces Angel-May and Elodie.  
Maybe your adventures will take you to the stars one day...
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Astronaut Lamby is ready to go,

He’s in his rocket, the engine’s aglow.

Five.., four.., three, two, one

And zero means Blast Off!
The throttle is on!
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The stars twinkle brightly as

The rocket starts to fly,

The moon’s getting closer

As it whizzes through the sky.
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Astronaut Lamby comes in to land,

Jumps out of the rocket

And onto the sand.
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He looks all around

But all he can see,

Is darkness and nothing

not even a tree.
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Lamby can’t walk, he’s floating instead.

He feels very strange from his hooves to his head.
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He jumps and he bounces –
It’s ever so slow,

And lands like a feather in the moon dust below.
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All of a sudden, he sees a big rock.

It’s coming straight over,

It will not stop!
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Lamby jumps right and the rock crashes down.

It rolls ‘round and ’round and stops on the ground.
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“Phew that was close,” he says with a sigh.

Then looks at the rock and sees an eye!

Then two eyes, three eyes, four, five, six…
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They’re looking at Lamby

Who feels quite sick!
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The rock gives a shake and  

four legs appear.

Five arms, three heads –

It is something to fear!
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Lamby stands still,

Quite glued to the spot.

All of a sudden

He’s feeling quite hot!
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He offers a hoof with a gulp of fear,

“My name is Lamby.”
(Will the creature hear?)
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The rock stretches out a spotty foot.

“Nice to meet you, my name is Zutt.”

And so there’s a shake of 

A hoof and a foot.

Lamby has just made friends
with Zutt.
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Zutt shows Lamby around her place,

It’s the smartest den in outer space.
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Zutt and Lamby have a wondertul day,

It’s such a shame Lamby cannot stay.

A shake of Zutt’s foot, Lamby’s ready to go.

Zutt waves goodbye with her spotty toe.
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Astronaut Lamby climbs back in his ship.

He’s had a truly amazing trip.

Five, four, three, two, one

And zero means Blast Off! The throttle’s back on!
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“Goodbye Zutt and goodbye moon.

I’ll be back to see you one day soon.”
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The stars twinkle brightly as the rocket starts to fly,

Earth’s getting closer as it

Whizzes through the sky.
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Astronaut Lamby comes in to land.

Another adventure will soon be planned!
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